MODULE 10: OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH

V451_Satisfiedwithjob_IC_275

```
((piRTab1X009AModule_V = MODULE10) OR (piRTab1X009AModule_V = MODULE11))
```

1. EXPR IS FALSE  GO TO V551_IC_278/MODULE 12
2. EXPR IS TRUE

V451_Satisfiedwithjob_IC_276

```
((WORKINGNOW IN piSecJWORKSTATUSJ005MCurrEmpStatus)
   AND (piSecACContinuInterviewA019_RAge < 65))
```

1. EXPR IS FALSE  GO TO V501_IC_278/MODULE 11
2. EXPR IS TRUE

V000_ModuleIntro

Although we have finished the interview, we would like to ask you a few new questions. Some questions may be similar to questions we have already asked you, but the researchers are interested in how people respond when the questions are changed just a little.

1. R IS WILLING 9. R REFUSED  GO TO END OF MODULE 10

V451_Satisfiedwithjob

Please think about your feelings about your job and tell me how often you have felt this way during the last month.

First: All in all, you are satisfied with your job. Do you feel that way most of the time, some of the time, rarely or never?

1. MOST OF THE TIME
2. SOME OF THE TIME
3. RARELY
4. NEVER
8. DON'T KNOW
9. REFUSED
V452_Safetyhighpriority_IC_277

(piSec.JWorkstatusJ021_EmpSelfOth < > SLFEMPD)

1 EXPR IS FALSE  GO TO V454_Lotofsay
2 EXPR IS TRUE

V452_Safetyhighpriority

The safety of workers is a high priority with management where you work.

Do you feel that way most of the time, some of the time, rarely or never?

1 MOST OF THE TIME
2 SOME OF THE TIME
3 RARELY
4 NEVER
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

V453_Nocompromises

There are no significant compromises or shortcuts taken when worker safety is at stake.

(Do you feel that way most of the time, some of the time, rarely or never?)

1 MOST OF THE TIME
2 SOME OF THE TIME
3 RARELY
4 NEVER
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

V454_Lotofsay

You have a lot of say about what happens on your job.

(Do you feel that way most of the time, some of the time, rarely or never?)

1 MOST OF THE TIME
2 SOME OF THE TIME
3 RARELY
4 NEVER
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED
V455_Controlquality

You have personal control over the quality of your work.

(Do you feel that way most of the time, some of the time, rarely or never?)

1 MOST OF THE TIME
2 SOME OF THE TIME
3 RARELY
4 NEVER
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

V456_Controlschedule

You have sufficient control over your work hours or work schedule.

(Do you feel that way most of the time, some of the time, rarely or never?)

1 MOST OF THE TIME
2 SOME OF THE TIME
3 RARELY
4 NEVER
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

V457_Familydemands

The demands of your family or personal life interfere with your work on the job.

(Do you feel that way most of the time, some of the time, rarely or never?)

1 MOST OF THE TIME
2 SOME OF THE TIME
3 RARELY
4 NEVER
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED
V458. Workstress

Stress at work makes you irritable outside of work.

(Do you feel that way most of the time, some of the time, rarely or never?)

1. MOST OF THE TIME
2. SOME OF THE TIME
3. RARELY
4. NEVER
8. DON'T KNOW
9. REFUSED

V459. Tired

Your job makes you feel too tired to do the things that need attention outside of work.

(Do you feel that way most of the time, some of the time, rarely or never?)

1. MOST OF THE TIME
2. SOME OF THE TIME
3. RARELY
4. NEVER
8. DON'T KNOW
9. REFUSED

V460. Jobdistract

Job worries or problems distract you when you are outside of work.

(Do you feel that way most of the time, some of the time, rarely or never?)

1. MOST OF THE TIME
2. SOME OF THE TIME
3. RARELY
4. NEVER
8. DON'T KNOW
9. REFUSED
V461_PersonalDistract

Personal or family worries and problems distract you when you are at work.

(Do you feel that way most of the time, some of the time, rarely or never?)

1 MOST OF THE TIME
2 SOME OF THE TIME
3 RARELY
4 NEVER
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

V462_PreventSleep

Activities and chores outside of work prevent you from getting the amount of sleep you need to do your job well.

(Do you feel that way most of the time, some of the time, rarely or never?)

1 MOST OF THE TIME
2 SOME OF THE TIME
3 RARELY
4 NEVER
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

V463_JobDemands

The demands of your job interfere with your family or personal life.

(Do you feel that way most of the time, some of the time, rarely or never?)

1 MOST OF THE TIME
2 SOME OF THE TIME
3 RARELY
4 NEVER
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED
V464_Stressoutsidework

Stress outside of work makes you irritable at work.

(Do you feel that way most of the time, some of the time, rarely or never?)

1 MOST OF THE TIME
2 SOME OF THE TIME
3 RARELY
4 NEVER
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

V465_Loveandrespect

The love and respect you get outside of work makes you feel confident about yourself at work.

(Do you feel that way most of the time, some of the time, rarely or never?)

1 MOST OF THE TIME
2 SOME OF THE TIME
3 RARELY
4 NEVER
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

V466_Relax

Your home life helps you relax and feel ready for the next day's work.

(Do you feel that way most of the time, some of the time, rarely or never?)

1 MOST OF THE TIME
2 SOME OF THE TIME
3 RARELY
4 NEVER
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED
V467_Talking

Talking with someone outside of work helps you deal with problems at work.

(Do you feel that way most of the time, some of the time, rarely or never?)

1. MOST OF THE TIME
2. SOME OF THE TIME
3. RARELY
4. NEVER
8. DON'T KNOW
9. REFUSED

V468_Personalissues

The things you do at work help you deal with personal and practical issues outside of work.

(Do you feel that way most of the time, some of the time, rarely or never?)

1. MOST OF THE TIME
2. SOME OF THE TIME
3. RARELY
4. NEVER
8. DON'T KNOW
9. REFUSED

V469_Interestingperson

The things you do at work make you a more interesting person outside of work.

(Do you feel that way most of the time, some of the time, rarely or never?)

1. MOST OF THE TIME
2. SOME OF THE TIME
3. RARELY
4. NEVER
8. DON'T KNOW
9. REFUSED

END OF MODULE 10 — GO TO MODULE 12